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Precision results on cosmic-ray electrons are presented in the energy range from 0.5 GeV to 1.4 TeV
based on 28.1 × 106 electrons collected by the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer on the International Space
Station. In the entire energy range the electron and positron spectra have distinctly different magnitudes and
energy dependences. The electron flux exhibits a significant excess starting from 42.1þ5.4−5.2 GeV compared
to the lower energy trends, but the nature of this excess is different from the positron flux excess above
25.2 1.8 GeV. Contrary to the positron flux, which has an exponential energy cutoff of 810þ310−180 GeV, at
the 5σ level the electron flux does not have an energy cutoff below 1.9 TeV. In the entire energy range the
electron flux is well described by the sum of two power law components. The different behavior of the
cosmic-ray electrons and positrons measured by the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer is clear evidence that
most high energy electrons originate from different sources than high energy positrons.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.101101
The precision measurement of the electron flux in
primary cosmic rays with the Alpha Magnetic Spectro-
meter (AMS) on the International Space Station (ISS) is
presented with a particular emphasis on the behavior at
high energies. The measurement is based on 28.1 × 106
electron events collected by AMS from May 19, 2011 to
November 12, 2017. This corresponds to a factor of 3
increase in statistics and a factor of 2 increase in the energy
range compared to our results published nearly five years
ago [1]. Complementary to the present data, we have also
published the analysis of low energy complex time struc-
tures in cosmic-ray electron and positron fluxes during
the same period [2]. AMS also performed detailed studies
of positrons up to 1 TeV [3,4]. The observed new source of
high energy positrons poses the question of the existence of
a similar source in cosmic-ray electrons. In the past four
years, there were many models explaining the AMS results
on cosmic-ray electrons and positrons. They fall into three
distinct classes: acceleration to high energies in astrophysi-
cal objects [5], production in the interactions of cosmic-ray
nuclei with interstellar gas [6], and annihilation of dark
matter particles [7]. Most of these explanations differ in
their predictions for the behavior of cosmic-ray electrons
and positrons at high energies. Several models based on our
data [1] have been constructed to test the assumption of an
identical source term for electrons and positrons [8,9].
Another model with a unique source term for electrons
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from a supernova remnant has been proposed [10]. The
comprehensive paper on results for all elementary particles
from the first 6.5 years of AMS operations, which includes
details of the analysis, particularly at high energies, and
comparison with theoretical models, will be presented in a
separate publication [11]. In this Letter we present pre-
cision measurements of primary cosmic-ray electrons up to
1.4 TeVand the comparison with our latest data on cosmic-
ray positrons [4]. These results are crucial for providing
insights into origins of high energy cosmic-ray electrons
and positrons.
Detector.—The description of the AMS detector is
presented in Ref. [12]. The key detector elements used
for the present analysis are the transition radiation detector
(TRD) [13], the time of flight counters (TOF) [14], the
silicon tracker [15], the permanent magnet [16], and the
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) [17]. AMS also has an
array of 16 anticoincidence counters [18] and a ring
imaging Čerenkov detector [19]. The detector performance
on orbit is continuously monitored and the overall AMS
instrument response stability is 0.0 0.4% [2,11].
The nine-layer tracker, L1–L9, accurately measures the
rigidity R and the charge Z of cosmic rays. The maximum
detectable rigidity is 2 TV. The TOF measures jZj and
velocity β. The TRD separates electrons and positrons e
from protons p using a ΛTRD estimator [3]. The ECAL
accurately measures the e energies and differentiates e
from p by exploiting their different shower shapes with
a ΛECAL estimator [20] (see Supplemental Material [21] for
a detailed description of the detector performance). A
Monte Carlo program, based on the GEANT4 10.1 package
[22], is used to simulate physics processes and signals in the
detector. Examples of thorough understanding of the
detector performance, particularly at high energies, are
presented in Figs. S1–S4 of the Supplemental Material [21].
Event selection.—AMS has collected 1.07 × 1011 cosmic
rays in the first 6.5 years of operation. The collection time
used in this analysis includes only those seconds during
which the detector was in normal operating conditions,
AMS was pointing within 40° of the local zenith, and the
ISS was outside of the South Atlantic Anomaly. Because of
the influence of the geomagnetic field, this collection time
for galactic cosmic rays increases with rigidity reaching
1.51 × 108 s above 30 GeV.
Selected events are required to be downward going with
β > 0.8, to have a shower in the ECAL with a geometri-
cally matched track in the tracker and the TRD. For the
analysis of the energy range E ≥ 290 GeV, the track is
required to pass through either L1 or L9. Track fitting
quality criteria such as χ2=d:o:f: < 20 both in the bending
and nonbending planes are applied to ensure good accuracy
of the track reconstruction. The charge measurements in
TOF and tracker are required to be consistent with jZj ¼ 1.
The energy E is required to be greater than 1.2 times the
maximum Størmer cutoff [23] within the AMS field of
view. An alternative procedure, with the cutoff calculated
by backtracing particles from the top of AMS out to 50
Earth’s radii [24] using the most recent International
Geomagnetic Reference Field [25], yields the same results.
Events satisfying the selection criteria are classified into
two categories: positive and negative rigidity data samples.
In this Letter we consider only the negative rigidity sample,
which comprises mostly electrons and a small amount of
charge confusion positrons and protons, that is, positrons
and protons reconstructed in the tracker with negative
rigidity due to the finite tracker resolution or due to
interactions with the detector materials. The ECAL estima-
tor ΛECAL, the TRD estimator ΛTRD, and the charge con-
fusion estimator ΛeCC [4,26] allow differentiation between
the electron signal and the background from antiprotons and
charge confusion protons. To distinguish electrons from
charge confusion positrons, the charge confusion estimator
ΛeCC is used.
In the energy range [0.5–1000] GeVan energy-dependent
cut on the ECAL estimatorΛECAL is applied to removemost
of the background from antiprotons and charge confusion
protons. After this cut, the antiproton background is neg-
ligible; it constitutes less than 10−3 of the negative rigidity
sample. Then, the number of electrons and its statistical error
in each bin are determined by fitting signal and background
templates to data by varying their respective normalizations.
The two-dimensional (ΛTRD − ΛeCC) distribution is used to
construct three templates [4]. The first one is for the
electrons reconstructed with correct charge sign, the last
two are for the charge confusion positrons and protons. The
electron signal template is taken from high purity electron
data below 100 GeV and from electron Monte Carlo
simulation above 100 GeV. The charge confusion positron
background template is from the Monte Carlo simulation.
The charge confusion proton template is constructed using
charge confusion proton data selected by the ECAL. An
illustration of the template fit to the data in the energy range
[700–1000] GeV is shown in Figs. S5(a) and S5(b) of the
Supplemental Material [21].
In the energy bin [1000–1400] GeV the number of events
is determined by fitting the ΛECAL template. In this energy
bin the ΛECAL distribution for antiprotons and charge
confusion protons is found to be the same as for ordinary
protons. Therefore, to reduce the statistical fluctuation, the
charge confusion proton template is constructed using
proton data. This is done by selecting protons with the
TRD and the tracker, and also requiring the ratio of
the ECAL energy and the tracker rigidity E=jRj < 1.0.
TheΛECAL electron template is energy independent for E >
100 GeV [20]; therefore, the electron signal template is
constructed using electron data selected by the TRD and the
tracker in the energy range [100–1000] GeV to reduce
the statistical fluctuation of the template. The shape of the
charge confusion positron ΛECAL template is the same as
for the electron signal. The amount of the charge confusion
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positron background is estimated from the Monte Carlo
simulation by extrapolating the positron flux with Eq. (4)
and its fitted parameters in Ref. [4]. It amounts to 3% of the
electron signal. An illustration of the template fit to the data
in the energy range [1000–1400] GeV is shown in Fig. S6
of the Supplemental Material [21].
In total, 28.1 × 106 electrons are identified in the energy
range from 0.5 GeV to 1.4 TeV.
Data analysis.—The isotropic electron flux for the
energy bin Ei of width ΔEi is given by
Φe−;i ¼
Ni
Aið1þ δiÞTiΔEi
; ð1Þ
where the energy is defined at the top of the AMS. The
same energy binning as in our previous publications [1,4]
is used. Ni is the number of e− in bin i corrected for the
small bin-to-bin migration using the unfolding procedure
described in Ref. [27]. Ai is the corresponding effective
acceptance that includes geometric acceptance, and the
trigger and selection efficiencies. It is calculated from
Monte Carlo simulation. Ti is the data collection time.
The small corrections δi are estimated by comparing the
efficiencies in data and Monte Carlo simulation of every
selection cut using information from the detectors unrelated
to that cut. The corrections δi are found to have a very small
energy dependence: from −5% at 1 GeV, decreasing to
−2.4% at 10 GeV, and becoming constant at −2.8% above
50 GeV.
The detailed study of the systematic errors is the key part
of the analysis. Five sources of systematic uncertainties are
identified.
The first source is related to the uncertainty in the
template definitions, which includes two parts: the event
selection and the statistical fluctuations. To examine the
systematic errors associated with the selection, the selection
cuts are varied such that the number of events in the
corresponding template vary up to 30%. Each variation
yields redefined templates. The variation of the number of
electrons from the fits with the redefined templates is used
to estimate the associated systematic error. This error
amounts to <0.3% of the flux for the entire energy range.
The systematic error associated with fluctuations is mea-
sured by varying the shape of the templates within the
statistical uncertainties. This error amounts to<0.4% of the
flux below 500 GeV, ≤2% below 1000 GeV, and 3.5% in
the last energy bin [1000–1400] GeV. These two errors are
added in quadrature.
The second source is the uncertainty in the magnitude of
the charge confusion. The amount of charge confusion is
well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation (see
Ref. [4], Fig. S1). The corresponding systematic error
accounts for the small differences between data and
the Monte Carlo simulation. The charge confusion error
is ≤0.6% of the flux below 500 GeV, ≤2% in the range
[500–1000] GeV, and 3% in the last bin [1000–1400] GeV.
The third source is the uncertainty in the efficiency
corrections δi. The corresponding error amounts to 4% of
the flux at 0.5 GeV, it decreases to 1.1% at 3 GeV, and
slowly rises to 2.5% at [1000–1400] GeV. This includes a
correlated systematic error on the flux normalization, which
is estimated to be 1% of the flux independent of energy.
This 1% error is subtracted in quadrature from the total
systematic error for all the fits in this Letter.
The fourth source is the uncertainty in the magnitude of
the event bin-to-bin migration due to the finite energy
resolution. The bin widths ΔEi are chosen to be at least 2
times the energy resolution to minimize migration effects
[1,3]. Unfolding the measured fluxes shows that the bin-to-
bin migration is small: the corresponding error is 2% of the
flux at 0.5 GeV and it decreases to <0.2% above 10 GeV.
The fifth source is the uncertainty in the energy scale,
which causes simultaneous shifts in the energy measure-
ment of both electrons and positrons. As discussed in detail
in Ref. [20], typical energy scale errors are 4% at 0.5 GeV,
2% from 2 to 300 GeV, and 2.6% at 1.4 TeV.
The total systematic error of the electron flux is taken as
the quadratic sum of the four sources: definition of
templates, charge confusion, the efficiency corrections,
and bin-to-bin migration. The energy scale error is treated
as an uncertainty of the bin boundaries.
Several independent analyses were performed on the
same data sample by different study groups [11]. The
results of those analyses are consistent with the results
presented in this Letter.
Results.—Themeasured electron flux including statistical
and systematic errors is presented in Table SI of the
Supplemental Material [21] as a function of the energy at
the top of AMS. The table includes spectrally weighted
mean energy E˜ calculated following Ref. [28] for a flux
∝E−3 and the energy scale uncertainty on E˜. Results
presented in Table SI are consistent with and supersede
our earlier results [1], whichwere based on1=3of the current
statistics and cover only 1=2 of the current energy range.
The positron fraction, Φeþ=ðΦeþ þΦe−Þ, and the com-
bined (electronþ positron) flux, ðΦeþ þΦe−Þ, both based
on the electron flux of this Letter and our most recent
positron flux [4] are also provided in Table SII of the
Supplemental Material [21] with the systematic errors
calculated from the systematic uncertainties of positron
and electron fluxes that account for correlations due to the
calculation of the acceptance.
Figure 1 shows the AMS results on the electron spectrum
(i.e., the flux scaled with E˜3, E˜3Φe−) in comparison with the
most recent AMS positron spectrum [4] scaled by a factor of
10. As seen, the electron and positron spectra have distinctly
different magnitudes and energy dependences. Several
checks were performed on the same negative rigidity data
sample by tightening the selection criteria yielding consis-
tent results. One of these checks with tighter ECAL cut is
shown in Fig. S7 of the Supplemental Material [21].
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The AMS results on the electron spectrum together with
earlier measurements [24,29–34] are shown in Fig. 2(a).
The AMS results significantly improve the precision and
extend the measurements to the uncharted high energy
region. The positron fraction results together with earlier
measurements [24,29–34] are presented in Fig. 2(b). The
sum of the electron and positron [4] spectra is compared to
the recent measurements of the combined electron and
positron spectrum [35–39] in Fig. 2(c).
To examine the energy dependence of the electron flux in
a model-independent way, the flux spectral index γ is
calculated from
γ ¼ d½logðΦÞ=d½logðEÞ; ð2Þ
over nonoverlapping energy intervals which are chosen to
have sufficient sensitivity to the spectral index. The energy
interval boundaries are 3.36, 5.00, 7.10, 10.32, 17.98,
27.25, 55.58, 90.19, 148.81, 370, and 1400 GeV. The
results are presented in Fig. 3(a) together with the positron
results [4]. They are stable against the variation of energy
range boundaries as verified by shifting the boundaries to
higher and lower values by one or two energy bins (see
Fig. S8 of the Supplemental Material [21]). As seen in
Fig. 3(a), both the electron and positron indices decrease
(soften) rapidly with energy below ∼10 GeV, and then they
both start increasing (harden) at > 20 GeV. In particular,
the electron spectral index increases from γ ¼ −3.295
0.026 in the energy range [17.98–27.25] GeV to an average
γ ¼ −3.180 0.008 in the range [55.58–1400] GeV, where
it is nearly energy independent. As seen in Fig. 3(a), the
behavior of the electron and positron spectral indices is
distinctly different.
To determine the transition energy E0 where the change
of the electron spectral index occurs, we use a double
power law approximation:
Φe−ðEÞ ¼

CðE=20.04 GeVÞγ E ≤ E0
CðE=20.04 GeVÞγ ðE=E0ÞΔγE > E0:
ð3Þ
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data points, multiplied by 10) spectra (E˜3Φe ). For display
purposes the electron data point at ∼830 GeV is slightly shifted
horizontally to avoid overlap with the positron point. As seen, the
electron spectrum has distinctly different magnitude and energy
dependence compared to that of positrons.
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FIG. 2. (a) The AMS electron spectrum (E˜3Φe− , red data points,
placed at E˜) and (b) the AMS positron fraction (red data points,
placed at the bin center). Also shown are earlier measurements
from PAMELA [29], Fermi-LAT [30], MASS [31], CAPRICE
[32], AMS-01 [24,33], and HEAT [34]. (c) The sum of AMS
electron and positron [4] spectra (red data points, placed at E˜).
Also shown are recent measurements of the combined ðeþ þ e−Þ
flux from ATIC [35], HESS [36], Fermi-LAT [37], DAMPE [38],
and CALET [39].
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A fit to the data is performed in the energy range [20.04–
1400] GeV. The energy range boundary of 20.04 GeV is
chosen to be above the observed range of time dependence
based on the analysis of Ref. [2]. The results are presented
in Fig. 3(b). The fit yields E0 ¼ 42.1þ5.4−5.2 GeV for
the energy where the spectral index increases with C ¼
2.335þ0.014−0.019 × 10
−2 ½m2 sr s GeV−1, γ ¼ −3.280þ0.014−0.016 ,
Δγ ¼ 0.094 0.014, and χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 17.9=36. The energy
E0 corresponds to the beginning of a significant excess of
the electron flux (i.e., spectral hardening at E0) compared to
the lower energy trends. The spectral index change byΔγ is
clearly visible in Fig. 3(b). Note that the choice of the value
20.04 GeV in Eq. (3) affects only the normalization C. It
does not affect the fitted values of E0, γ, and Δγ.
To investigate the existence of a finite energy cutoff as
seen in the positron flux [4], the electron flux is fitted
starting from the lower boundary of the E0 bin
½41.61–44.00 GeV with
Φe−ðEÞ ¼ CsðE=41.61 GeVÞγs expð−E=EsÞ: ð4Þ
A fit to data in the energy range [41.61–1400] GeV,
described in the Supplemental Material [21], yields
the inverse cutoff energy 1=Es ¼ 0.00þ0.08−0.00 TeV−1 with
χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 15.2=23. A study of the cutoff significance
shows that Es < 1.9 TeV is excluded at the 5σ level. These
results are presented in Fig. S9 of the Supplemental
Material [21].
New sources of high energy positrons, such as dark
matter, may also produce an equal amount of high energy
electrons [5,7]. We test this hypothesis using the source
term from our recent Letter on positrons [4]. This analysis
shows that our electron flux data are consistent both with
the existence of a high energy electron source term identical
to that of positrons and also with the absence of such a term
(see the description of the analysis and Fig. S10 in the
Supplemental Material [22]). Thus it is not possible to
extract any additional information on the existence and
properties of the source term using the electron flux alone.
In addition to a small contribution of secondary electrons
produced in the collisions of ordinary cosmic rays with the
interstellar gas [40], there are several astrophysical sources
of primary cosmic-ray electrons. It is assumed that there are
only a few astrophysical sources of high energy electrons in
the vicinity of the Solar System each making a power-law-
like contribution to the electron flux [41,42]. In addition,
there are several physics effects which may introduce some
spectral features in the original fluxes [43,44]. Therefore, it
is important to know the minimal number of distinct power
law functions needed to accurately describe the AMS
electron flux.
We found that in the entire energy range [0.5–1400] GeV
the electron flux is well described by the sum of two power
law components:
Φe−ðEÞ¼
E2
Eˆ2
½1þðEˆ=EtÞΔγt −1½CaðEˆ=EaÞγa þCbðEˆ=EbÞγb :
ð5Þ
In order to account for the effects related to the
complex spectral behavior of the electron flux at energies
below ∼10 GeV [2,43], an additional transition term,
½1þ ðEˆ=EtÞΔγt −1, is introduced. It is characterized by a
transition energy Et and a spectral index Δγt. It has
vanishing impact on the flux behavior at energies above
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ping energy intervals. They show distinctly different behavior.
The blue band represents the 68% C.L. interval of the fit of
Eq. (5) to the electron flux (see text). The green band represents
the 68% C.L. interval of a fit to the positron flux [Eq. (4) in
Ref. [4]]. (b) A double power law fit of Eq. (3) to the electron flux
in the energy range [20.04–1400] GeV. The blue data points are
the measured electron flux values scaled by E˜3. The fitted
function is represented by the solid red line. The vertical dashed
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Et (e.g., <0.7% above 40 GeV) and its effect is similar to
the transition described by the dashed line in Fig. SM 3 of
Ref. [2]. The two components, a and b, correspond to two
power law functions with corresponding normalization
factors Ca and Cb, and spectral indices γa and γb. To
account for solar modulation effects, the force-field
approximation [45] is used, with the energy of particles
in the interstellar space Eˆ ¼ Eþ φe− and the effective
modulation potential φe− . The constant Ea is chosen to be
20 GeV to minimize the correlation between parameters Ca
and γa, and the constant Eb is chosen to be 300 GeV to
minimize correlation between the parameters Cb and γb.
A fit to the data in the energy range [0.5–1400] GeV yields
φe− ¼ 0.87 0.12 GeV for the effective potential,
Et ¼ 3.94 0.21 GeV and Δγt ¼ −2.14 0.09 for the
parameters of the transition term, Ca ¼ ð1.13 0.08Þ ×
10−2 ½m2 sr s GeV−1 and γa ¼ −4.31 0.13 for the power
law a, and Cb ¼ ð3.96 0.04Þ × 10−6 ½m2 sr s GeV−1
and γb ¼ −3.14 0.02 for the power law b, with
χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 36.5=68. The result of the fit is presented in
Fig. 4. The energy dependence of the electron spectral
index corresponding to the results of the fit of Eq. (5) is
shown in Fig. 3(a) as a blue 68% C.L. band. Studies of the
time dependence of the fit parameters show that the only
time-dependent parameter is φe− and the other parameters
do not show significant time variations (see description of
the analysis and Fig. S11 in the Supplemental Material
[21]). Note that the choice of the Ea and Eb constants does
not affect the shapes nor the magnitudes of the terms a and
b shown in Fig. 4. We conclude that in the energy range
[0.5–1400] GeV the sum of two power law functions
with the additional transition term provides an excellent
description of the data.
As seen in Fig. 4, these functions are very different in
shape and in magnitude from those describing the positron
flux [4]. Contrary to the interstellar secondary production
term in positrons, which corresponds to positrons produced
in collisions of ordinary cosmic rays (protons and helium)
with the interstellar gas and dominates the positron flux
below 10 GeV, the power law a contribution exceeds the
expected secondary electron or positron production by a
factor of ∼20 (see Ref. [40]). The power law b contribution,
which dominates the electron flux at high energies
>40 GeV, significantly exceeds the magnitude of the
positron source term [4], which has an exponential energy
cutoff at 810þ310−180 GeV (see Fig. 4). The electron flux
does not have an energy cutoff below 1.9 TeV at the 5σ
level. Therefore, the excess of the electron flux at
E0 ¼ 42.1þ5.4−5.2 GeV compared to the lower energy trends
has a different nature compared to positron flux excess at
25.2 1.8 GeV. This is clear evidence that most cosmic-
ray electrons originate from different sources than cosmic-
ray positrons.
An analysis of the arrival directions of electrons
and positrons was presented in Ref. [3]. A similar ana-
lysis was performed using the electron data of this Letter
[46]. The electron flux is found to be consistent with
isotropy; the upper limit on the amplitude of the dipole
anisotropy is δ < 0.005 at the 95% C.L. for energies
above 16 GeV.
In conclusion, we have presented the high statistics
precision measurements of the electron flux from 0.5 GeV
to 1.4 TeV, with detailed study of systematic uncertainties
based on a data sample of 28.1 × 106 electrons. In the entire
energy range the electron and positron spectra have dis-
tinctly different magnitudes and energy dependences. The
electron flux exhibits a significant excess starting from
42.1þ5.4−5.2 GeV compared to the lower energy trends, but
the nature of this excess is different from the positron
flux excess above 25.2 1.8 GeV. Contrary to the posi-
tron flux, which has an exponential energy cutoff of
810þ310−180 GeV, at the 5σ level the electron flux does not
have an energy cutoff below 1.9 TeV. In the entire energy
range from 0.5 GeV to 1.4 TeV the electron flux is well
described by the sum of two power law components. The
different behavior of the cosmic-ray electrons and positrons
measured by AMS is clear evidence that most high energy
electrons originate from different sources than high energy
positrons.
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